
The ARRL Experimenters' Exchange

QEX's Twenty-Fourth Issue

This edition of	 EX includes the index for
issues 13 through 24 . In case you are missing any
previous copies, Hq . will be happy to supply you
with single copies of QEX back to issue no . 1 for
$1 (U .S., Canada and Mexico) or $2 (elsewhere) .

M'I' UC Grows 100% in One Month

Since the announcement in EX no . 23, the Sony
ICF-2002 Users' Cult has doubled its membership .
Our second member is Harold Winard, KB2M who sup-
plied the following information :

The service manual (with schematic and block
diagrams) is available at $4 plus $0 .75 handling
(include your state's sales tax if there is a Sony
office in your state) from :

Sony Consumer Service Company
Technical Publications Department
8281 N.W . 107th Terrace
P.O . Box 20407
Kansas City, MO 64195-0407

Handbook Construction Projects

Our call for people to develop several con-
struction projects for the 1985 Radio Amateur's
Handbook (QEX no . 22) has yielded some results .
QEX subscriber Warren Dion, N1BBH, who presently
lives in Connecticut, visited ARRL Hq. several
times to discuss our requirement for a gelled-
electrolyte battery system, with charger . Just the
other day he brought in the nearly completed
prototype, which looks great . We have a possible
candidate to do the TV-receiver-to-monitor conver-
sion . It looks like we may need to defer the
deluxe phone patch until the 1986 Handbook, since
our 1985 Handbook construction-project deadline of
April 15 is fast approaching .

NF-105 Manuals

We would like to extend our appreciation to the
donors of NF-105 manuals . We received three, all
quite different .

Third ARRL Packet Conference (Trenton, NJ)

If you are interested in hearing the latest in
amateur packet-radio developments, try to get to
the Third ARRL Amateur Radio Computer Networking
Conference at the Trenton State College on April
15, 1984, starting at 10:30 A.M. The conference
will be inside the Trenton Computer Festival
(TCF84) which runs April 14 and 15 . No separate
fee is required to attend the ARRL conference
other than the TCF84 nominal registration . Pro-
ceedings containing papers presented will be on
sale at the conference and at ARRL Hq . The price
of the proceedings will be announced later .

The deadline for camera-ready papers for this
conference has been extended from March 1 to March
15, 1984, at ARRL Headquarters . All papers should
be mailed to Paul L . Rinaldo, W4RI, ARRL, 225 Main
Street, Newington, CT 06111 . For an author's kit
call 203-666-1541 and ask for Marian Anderson,
WBIFSB. Briefly, papers are to be typed on 11- x
14-inch white paper, in two 50-character columns,
same as used for the second ARRL networking con-
ference and same as IEEE papers . All drawings must
be camera ready . Photographic positive black-and-
white prints of good quality may be included . Use
abbreviations listed on pages 53 and 54 -of the
January, 1984, issue of QST .

Florida Amateur Digital Communications Association

We just received Vol . 1, No . 1 of the FADCA
Beacon, a well-written newsletter edited by W1BEL .
FADCA was formed from the two Florida Beta Test
groups for the Tucson Amateur Packet Radio (TAPR)
terminal-node controller (TNC) . The group is in-
volved in VHF local-area network (LAN) operation
on the statewide packet frequency 147 .465 MHz and
is interested in HF, meteor-scatter and HF packet
experimentation .

FADCA's membership fee is $10 per year . Contact
Gwyn Reedy, W1BEL . 812 Childers Loop, Brandon, FL
33511, 813-689-3355 after 8 P .M. Eastern Time .
Gwyn requests that anyone wishing information
should be sure to include a business-size s .a .s .e .
with at least 37 cents postage . -- W4RI
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Comments on METSCAT

The Central Iowa Technical Society was ex-
cited to learn of your MTSCAT development efforts
in the December 1983 EX article (no . 22, p . 3),
"'PACKET' METEOR SCATTER COMMUNICATIONS ." It
serves as an excellent introduction of this mode
of digital communications to our technically
minded Amateur Radio community .

Our organization has been researching METSCAT
literature for several months and have arrived at
a set of operating parameters which we are in the
process of applying to a practical test . I bring
the results of our research to your attention
because it has caused us to go forward with sig-
nificantly different plans than your article out-
lines . This leads us to believe more discussion
of this mode is in order .

First, we would like to offer a few correc-
tions in the METSCAT basics you have provided .
The maximum great-circle distance between stations
is approximately 2000 km (1200 statute miles),
with best communications performance achieved
between 600 and 1000 statute miles . The long-term
average throughput of a properly configured MET-
SCAT system would be at least 100 WPM (30 kbytes
per hour), although diurnal and seasonal varia-
tions in meteor bursts approach a ratio of 4 :1 .

It should be said that significant commercial
METSCAT development has taken place in the past
several years with commercial "packaged" systems
available off-the-shelf . At least two major MET-
SCAT systems are in operation . One is the Depart-
ment of Agriculture's SNOTEL system that includes
nearly 500 remote data terminals in eleven western
states and is used for geophysical data acquisi-
tion . The other, AMBCS, is operated in Alaska by
several government bureaus for weather and flight
data acquisition and teletypewriter message com-
munications with field survey teams .

Modern commercial METSCAT research has looked
at an operating frequency range which includes our
10-, 6- and 2-meter amateur bands . Results of
this research indicates that the range of best
communications performance is 30 to 50 MHz with
higher frequencies suffering from progressively
lower efficiency (although improvement in privacy,
security and performance in adverse environments
such as a nuclear event -- all improvements not of
our concern) . Our CITS efforts will use the ama-
teur 6-meter band and, with the advise of Bill
Tynan, W3XO, we have crystaled-up on 50 .505 MHz .

We feel that commercial research guides us in
a very defined direction and it is our goal to
"convert" the results of this research to practi-
cal (read "inexpensive") Amateur Radio applica-
tion . Although your comments about the use of
maximum legal transmitter power are certainly in
line with research results, we do not believe
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Amateur Radio METSCAT will enjoy any significant
use if 2-kW PEP amplifiers are necessary to make
it work. Fortunately, commercial research and
applied systems knowledge indicate that stations
transmitting with only a few hundred watts can be
successful (antenna gain discussed below) . Hun-
dreds of low-band VHF 1/4-kW FM base station
transmitters have been taken out of service in the
past few years and are available at a low cost .
The final amplifiers in these "boat anchors" are
usually 4-125's or HK-254's that surviving in-
definitely with key-down at 250 to 300 W out . We
intend to modify one or more of these beasts for
METSCAT packet operation and publish our results .

Antenna gain is of equal importance to trans-
mitter power although, as you point out, increased
gain and reduced beamwidth will diminish the area
of sky covered and therefore the number of usable
bursts . Commercial research has studied antenna
gains of up to 24 dBi, but good results have been
achieved with five-element Yagi antennas and gain
figures of 10 dBi . We are in the process of
building a five-element NBS standard 6-meter Yagi
and expect about a 9-dBd gain (see "Go for the
Gain, NBS Style," ST, Aug. 1982) .

METSCAT modulation methods have also been the
subject of commercial research with consideration
given to acquisition time, required bandwidth,
environmental effects and complexity/cost . Re-
search studies have included the use of non-coher-
ent FSK (frequency shift keying), bi-phase coher-
ent PSK (phase shift keying), quadri-phase shift
keying (QPSK), minimum shift keying (MSK) and four
nary non-coherent FSK . Research results indicate
the superior performance characteristics of bi-
phase coherent PSK over non-coherent FSK, however,
we amateurs have given it little application save
for OSCAR command station digital links .

We will be interested in your results using a
202-modem standard FSK as applied in the TAPR TNC .
We have decided to use BPSK but must wait for the
results of developmental work underway by AMSAT's
engineering team for PACSAT ground station re-
quirements . Phil Karn, KA9Q, AMSAT AVP-Engineer-
ing, is far enough along with this project to
enable us to start modem construction . Briefly,
the modulator/RF exciter will inexpensively
develop BPSK modulated RF at the operating fre-
quency ready for final amplification . The RF
receiver/demodulator will produce synchronous data
output as demodulated at the receiver IF without
the need for AF circuitry . Phil has used avail-
able kits for a substantial portion of his work .

A typical receiver threshold for a system
operating in the 6-meter band using BPSK modula-
tion at 4800 BPS would be -114 dBm . This allows
you to obtain a BERT (bit error rate) of 10-3 .

Commercial research into data transmission
(continued on next page)
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(Correspondence continued)
speeds point us toward much faster speeds than you
will study . Fifty-MHz optimum bit rates are ap-
proximately 2 kBPS for short messages and 4 kBPS
for more lengthy (>350 character) transfers that
lead us to experiment with standard 2400 and 4800
BPS speeds .

We appreciate your suggested METSCAT protocol
although several others have been commercially
used . Systems are operating with as few as four
bytes and as many as 32 bytes in the data (text)
field . We need to analyse and propose what length
is best for Amateur Radio application as well as
formats for beacon, probe, text and acknowledge-
ment packets . We must select and publish a stan-
dard if METSCAT is to enjoy widespread application
in Amateur Radio .

Your use of an existing packet radio TNC as a
METSCAT controller seems efficient . As it hap-
pens, we have an accomplished Z80 MPU designer in
our group who is undertaking the task of designing
a dedicated controller for developmental purposes .
We intend to accommodate both half- and full-
duplex operation with ultimate intentions of
interfacing with our Central Iowa packet radio
CBBS .

We envision METSCAT as a potential inter-LAN
trunking media along with 10-MHz 300-BPS links
(now under test in the central states), OSCAR X
special service channels, PACSAT - JAMSAT and the
TAPR nationwide wideband amateur microwave back-
bone in the draft proposal state .

Along the way we have had contact with
several individuals or groups who have indicated
serious interest in METSCAT development . It may
be productive to "connect" these folks together
with a limited-lifetime newsletter so that we can
become mutually knowledgeable about each other and
encourage "pairing-off" into test groups .

Your continuing comments would be appre-
ciated . - Ralph Wallio, WORPK, Central Iowa Tech-
nical Society, RR 4, Indianola, IA 50125 .

Support for TNC Lookup Tables

b
The letter from William Dillon in the Decem-

er issue of QEX, (no . 22, p . 2), is interesting .
I believe that for a lookup table to be more
effective, it would require an increased amount of
memory . In practice, a large number of packets
contain short text (a few words) instead of 128 or
256 bytes . This follows normal speech in that ex-

New Surface Acoustic Wave Technology Newsletter

Sawtek Inc . announces the introduction of
"SAW SCENE," a newsletter devoted to Surface
Acoustic Wave (SAW) technology . It will cover new
developments incorporating SAW technology, appli-
cation notes, and other information useful to
designers .
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changes are often short .
In this case, thruput is often limited by the

header as much as by text . It is often better to
eliminate the header on some packets when a con-
nect is made . Another byte added to the control
field could replace the addresses on several
packets and indicate the number of consecutive
packets that could be sent without a complete
header . In effect, the TNC would "downshift" to a
simpler protocol for a series of short packets
within a QSO .

The unattended TNC is another problem crop-
ping up from time to time . A board can appear to
be hung up if the operator connects to it but
fails to disconnect . That TNC will refuse a con-
nect request from another board because it thinks
it is still connected to the first station . I
feel it would be useful to include another command
in future versions of the software, namely RESET
AFTER n . The argument "n" could specify a time
interval the same as the BEACON command currently
does and a default value of 0 would disable the
RESET function unless the operator wanted it .
This command would be especially useful on a TNC
used as a digipeater at a remote location .

Packet radio is still new to the amateur
service and I think it is a good idea to continue
the dialog Mr . Dillon started . The experiences
and thoughts of users will help advance this tech-
nique . - Tom Feeny, W8KOX, 1480 Meadow Drive,
Walled Lake, MI 48088 .

Adapter for the VIC 20 and Commodore 64

The VIC 20 and Commodore 64 can be used as a
terminal for many applications with the adapter
shown below . Although the output signal is not at
the proper RS-232 level, many devices will accept
it . I have used this arrangement and the ac-
companying 3-line terminal program on a Radio
Shack telephone modem and a TAPR TNC .

While demonstrating Packet Radio at local
radio clubs, this is all I use! I don't employ a
tape recorder to load the terminal program -- I
just enter it on the spot . The jumpers at each
end eliminate bandshaking . This is called 3-wire
RS-232 and is adequate for many purposes .

There is confusion at times about terminal
configuration. How many stop bits and parity? A
good rule is to configure "8-1-0 ." This means an
8-bit word, a 1-stop bit and no parity . This will
talk to anything . - Tom Feeny, W8KOX, 1480 Meadow
Drive, Walled Lake, MI 48088 .

(Diagram for the adapter appears on page 4 .)

SAW SCENE will be published quarterly start-
ing in early 1984 and distributed without charge
to those interested in SAW devices and SAW sub-
systems . Subscription qualification forms are
available upon request from SAWTEK Inc ., Post
Office 18000, Orlando, FL 32860, tel . (305) 886-
8860, telex 529118 .
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An Improved RX
Impedance Bridge
By Harry R . Hyder, * W7IV

Many simple RX Impedance Bridges have been
described in Amateur Radio magazines . At least
two inexpensive models are currently on the mar-
ket . This article was written to help you modify
a bridge and does not detail the construction of
one . Publications like the ARRL Radio Ama-
teur's Handbook are available for such purposes .
You might want to refer to the 1981 edition of the
Handbook while reading this article .

A standard made bridge has a highly un-
balanced XC and XL range . The XC range is wider
than the XL range, with the reactance range in-
versely proportional to the frequency .

The bridge appearing on p . 16-32 of the 1981
Handbook has a calculated range . For a 10% to 90%
rotation of the balance control, the range at 1 .8
MHz was -2800 to +343 ohms and -167 to +21 ohms at
30 MHz .

All of these RX bridges use the same circuit
shown in Fig . 1 . The resistive balance is in-
dependent of the frequency and a fixed capacitor
is in series with an unknown . Its value is usual-
ly equal to the mid-scale capacitance of the vari-
able balancing capacitor .

For unknown impedances containing capacitive
reactance, the variable balances the sum of the
unknown and fixed reactances . For inductive un-
knowns, the variable balances the difference of
the reactances .

The easiest way to solve the diminishing
range problem at the HF end of the spectrum is to
build two bridge units, one for 1 .8 to 10 MHz and

*1638 W. Inverness Dr ., Tempe, AZ 85282
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FIG,-.

the other for 10 to 30 MHz . The noise generator
can be a separate assembly, arranged to plug into
either bridge .

To equalize the XC and XL ranges, place a
padding capacitor across the variable unit and use
a variable capacitor having a non-linear capaci-
tance vs . rotation characteristic . A single-gang
called the "Straight Line Frequency" BCL unit is
ideal for the 1 .8- to 10-MHz bridge . The one I
found in my junk box had a minimum capacitance
measured at 10 .3 pF; at 50% rotation it was 67 pF
and 371 pF at maximum capacitance .

A little time spent with a calculator pro-
duced the values shown on the diagram . They may
not be ideal, but are fairly close . With these
values, the reactance range would be -796 to +756
ohms at 1 .8 MHz . The zero reactance point falls
slightly off of 50% rotation but this is
immaterial as home-built bridges are hand cali-
brated .

Finding a suitable capacitor for the 10- to
30-MHz bridge is more difficult . It should have
about 20% of the capacitance the LF unit has .
Capacitors having offset plates, known as "Mid-
line" capacitors, are usable if you can find one .
Another possibility is to remove the plates from a
BCL variable . I have tried this and it is a
difficult operation because of the way they are
constructed .

The capacitor in series with the unknown
should be 18 pF for the HF bridge . If the vari-
able's minimum is high enough, the parallel pad-
ding capacitor may not be necessary . A good idea
is to use a small ceramic trimmer, about 12 pF
maximum. This could then be set to obtain the
desired range of reactance .

Ft.x = R I

XLx = Xt,,- ~

Xc.' = Xc, - Xc z.
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(RX Impedance Bridge continued from previous page)
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QEX: 1983 INDEX
Index to QEX Issues 13 - 24
(All dates 1983 unless otherwise noted)

Antennas and Transmission Lines

Antenna Compendium (Rinaldo) : 2, Oct . ; 1, Nov .
The Turnstile Antenna and STS-9 (Hall) : 1, Sep . ;

(Jansson) : 3, Nov . ; (Davidoff) : 2, Dec .

Computers

An Improvement for the ZX80 Microcomputer
son) : 2, Aug .

APPLE Computer Program Transmits/Receives Tele-
type : 2, Oct .

Bauds (Sternberg) : 11, Feb .
BER Performance of TAPR TNC Modem (Goode) : 3, Aug .
Calculator/Computer Program Source (Thompson) : 6,
Nov .

Continuous RTTY Reception on the ZX80 (Heitner) :
3, Jul .

Data Communications (Borden) : 9, Jan .
Digital Phase Lock Loops : 10, Mar .
STD Packet Computing : 14, Jul .
The Synchronous Line Analyzer : 9, Apr-May .

Errata - Computer Simulation of a Half-Wave Filter
(Imamura) : 2, Jan .

Experiences on Building a UV PROM Eraser
(Simpson) : 2, Mar .

Feedback on VADCG TNC 2716 EPROM Modification
(Titus) : 2, Feb .

HAMTRMI/BAS - A Radio Communications Program
(Gervenack & Bellinger) : 2, Sep .

Lookup Table for TNCs (Dillon) : 2, Dec .
MINIMUF for the Ham and the IBM Personal Computer

(Anderson) : 7, Nov .
Modifying the VADCG TNC to Use 2716 EPROMs

(Anderson) : 8, Jan .
Novation D-CAT Modem for Amateur Radio (Gervenack
& Faudree) : 4, Apr-May .

Packet Radio Program Exchange (Wingfield) : 6, Nov .
Packet Radio and Radio Communication Requirements

(Meinzer) : 3, Mar .
Packet Radio Requirements (Magnuski) : 2, Apr-May .
PROM Programmer/Reader and Utility Software for

2708 and 2716 PROMs (Palmer) : 3, Feb .
Turn Your TRS-80 Color Computer into a Complete CW
Morse Code Terminal : 11, Oct .

Update on the Sinclair Computers for RTTY
Terminals (Heitner) : 2, Jul .

ZX81 RTTY Receive Program (Davis) : 6, Mar .
Feedback (Wolfgang) : 2, Jun .

Editorials

ARRL Radio Amateur's Handbook (Rinaldo) : 1, Aug .
Call for Packet-Radio Papers in New Jersey ; in

Sweden (Rinaldo) : l, Nov .
Handbook Construction Projects (Rinaldo) : 1, Dec .
Ninth Annual Eastern VHF/UHF Converence (Rinaldo) :

1, Apr-May ; 1, Jun .
Packet Radio Conference Proceedings (Rinaldo) : 1,
Jun .

Potential AMICON SSC Users (Rinaldo) : . 1, Jun .
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(Margi-

SEX and SST Articles (Rinaldo) : 1, Feb . ;
1, Apr-May; 1, Nov . ; 1, Dec .

Second ARRL Packet Conference (Rinaldo) : 1, Jan . ;
1, Feb . ; l, Mar . ; 1, Apr-May .

Six Meters in Australia (Rinaldo) : 1, Nov .
STS-9 Schedule (Rinaldo) : 1, Oct .
W4RI and QEX Are Moving to Newington (Rinaldo) :

1, Mar .

Miscellaneous

A 12/70-Watt Class C Amplifier for 146 MHz
(Bynum) : 3, Oct . ; 6, Nov .

A Note on Pi-L Networks (Wingfield) : 5, Dec .
Abbreviations (McKenzie) : 2, Apr-May .
Amplitude Compandored Sideband vs . FM: 11, Dec .
BARTC Newsletter (Thompson) : 2, Dec .
Diode Voltmeters (Weller) : 3, Apr-May .
Double Dippers Anyone? (Rinaldo) : 8, Nov .
FCC Science and Technology Tutorials : 11, Oct . ;
6, Nov .

Fiberoptics in the Shack (Gilmer) : 2, Jun .
Freedom to Listen (Weinland) : 2, Apr-May ;

2, Jun .
GLOBECOM '83 : 6, Sep .
IEEE Call for Papers : 8, Sep .
Index to QEX Issues I - 12 : 1, Jan .
Inductor Stack Revisited (Wetherhold) : 6, Aug .
Low-Cost Solution (Rinaldo) : 2, Oct .
Lowpass Speech Filter Using Surplus Inductors

(Wetherhold) : 10, Jun .
Many Modifications to the Ten-Tec Omni (Helms) :

3, Jun .
Modulation Methods (Clarke) : 2, Jun .
More Feature Articles (Henderson) : 2, Jun .
Problem with Epson Users Newsletter (Gay) : 2,

Jan .
Soapbox (Olsen) : 9, Sep .
Sources of Silver Solder (Williams) : 2, Jun .
Teleconference Radio Net Changes (Whiting) : 2,

Feb .

New Products

Components (Forbes) :
Avantek Low-Noise GaAs FETS : 11, Jan .
National COP42OR/COP444LR : 11, Mar .
National DS8621 VHF/UHF Prescaler : 11, Mar .
National LH0082 Optical Communication Receiver/

Amplifier : 11, Mar .
National MM74HC942 300-Baud Modem : 11, Mar .
National Semiconductor LM 1894 DNR : 11, Jan .
Piggyback EPROM Microcontroller : 11, Mar .
Seeq Ethernet Data-Link Controller : 11, Jan .
Sprague Tantalum Chip Capacitors : 11, Mar .
Standard Microsystems CRT9700 : 11, Jan .
Supertex DMOS FET, VN10K : 11, Jan .
Telcone DTMF Receiver Family : 11, Mar .

Five New, Low Cost Portable DMM's Available : 11,
Dec

New Products from RAK : 15, Nov .
RFI Conductive Coating : 4, Dec .

(continued on page 11)
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Commodore C64
Color-Code Program

By John A . Biggs, * K9MUJ

If you own a Commodore C64 and are having
trouble mastering the Resistor Color Code, this
program is for you . It will draw a resistor on
the screen, insert color bands and ask for the
correct value . Upon entering this information,
the computer will tell you if you are right or
wrong .

Resistors appearing on the screen are se-
lected at random with values between 10 ohm and 99
meg ohms . At the end of the program, the computer
will show the number of correct and incorrect
resistors you have named . After several hours of
utilizing this program, you will have adequate
knowledge of reading the color code .

I will explain various sections of the pro-
gram as it will enable the user to fully employ
it .

Lines 10 and 11 serve as copyright protec-
tion . The copyright protection is waived if the
program is not to be sold, but will be used by you
or members of your Amateur Radio club or class .

H1 and Cl are assigned screen and color loca-
tions in line 12 . They are used for proper color
band location on the resistor . Line 12 also sets
the screen color to light grey . It is the only
color that will allow all 10 colors to appear true
to life on the monitor .

If you already know the color code and have
no need for the instructions, delete "gosub 2000"
from line 15 . It is not necessary to enter lines
2000 to 4950 as it includes instruction informa-
tion for beginners . This deletion will not effect
the program, however, the print statement sets the
color of the drawing on the screen and the poke
statement (POKE 53272,21) sets the screen for
capital letters .

Lines 20 through 70 contain information for
drawing the resistor body on your screen . The
color bands are poked in at a later time, taking
their proper position .

	

The "B" shown in the

*Lemco Corp ., 608 Joliet St ., LaSalle, IL 61301
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printout on the resistor is a shifted B on the
keyboard and is a vertical line .

To color the resistor body brown, poke in the
numeral used by the computer (9) in lines 71 and
75 . The reversed cursor (160) will be assigned
brown and poked into the resistor at the proper
body positions to color it .

Three random numbers between 0 and 9 are
selected in line 77 . These numbers are assigned
colors to match in the following lines .

If the first and last bands or the first and
second bands on the resistor appear black (0),
lines 78 and 80 will return the program to line 77
so other colors can be chosen . This prevents
invalid color codes from appearing on the screen .

Because the numeric code for the computer
colors does not correspond to the color code,
lines 81 through 128 reassign these numbers . In
all the "if" statements, these numbers are made to
match the computer and resistor color .

Lines 170, 180 and 190 poke the selected and
corrected colors on the resistor body, and prints
an abbreviation of the color below it . On some
computer monitors, it is difficult to tell red
from brown from orange . This allows you to be
sure of the color on the screen and allows you to
use a black and white monitor though a color one
is better .

The remainder of the program (lines 510-910)
converts the resistor value to common terminology
and prints the answer on the screen with prompts .
Lines 5000-5010 prints your final score .

Copies of this tape may be purchased from
Lemco Corp . Software Division, 608 Joliet St .,
LaSalle, IL 61301 for $5 .95 . Other programs
available for both the VIC 20 and Commodore 64
include BEAM ANTENNA, SATELLITE, LOGIC OPERATION
and much more . Write Lemco Corp . for further
program and price information .

(Program appears on next page)
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rem--coPyright 1983, John a . biggs,

	

lasalle illinois
rem--all rights reserved--do riot

	

copy!!!!1
h1=55794 :h4=h1+9 ; c1=1518 :c4=c1+9 :cr•=0 :cw=0 :Poke53280,15 :Poke53281,15
Print"1p" :9osub2000 :Poke53272,21
forx=oto08 :Print :next
Pr•i •nt" W
Print"
Print"

	

B B B
Print"

	

B B B
Print"

	

B B B

	

I
Print"	 -__ 11

f'ord3=h4toh4+80steP40 :f'orx=d3tod3+5 :Pokex,9 :nextx :Poked3-10,9 ; nextd3
f'orc=c4toc4+86steP40 :forx=ctoc+5 :Pokex,160 :nextx :Pokec-10,160 :nextc
ql=int(r•r,d(0)*10) :q2=int(rnd(0)*10) :q3=int(r•nd(O)*10)
ifgl=Oandg2=6then77
if'q 1=0andq 3>Othe •n77
i fq 1=Othe •nr 1=0 : r• 1$="bk "
i fg 2=Othe •nr•2=0 : r•2$="bk "
i fq 3=Othenr3=0 : r•3$="bk "
ifgl=lthenrl =9 : r1$="why"
ifg2=ithenr2=9 : r2$="wh"
ifg3=ltheng3=7 :r3=4 : r3$="y&"
ifg1=2thenri=2 :r1$="rd"
ifg2=2thenr2=2 :r•2$="rd"
ifg3=2thenr3=2 :r3S="rd"

10
11
12
15
20
3:
40
50
55
60
70
71
75
77
78
80
81
82
883
84
85
86
87
88
89
90 ifgl=3thengi=12 :rl=B :ri$="9r"
91 ifg2=3theng2=12 :r2=8 :r2$="gr"
92 ifg3=3theng3=O8 :r3=3 :r3$="or•"
93 ifgl=4thenrl=7 :r1$="vi"
94 ifg2=4thenr2=7 :r2$="vi"
95 ifg3=4theng3=5 :r3=5 : r3$="Qn"
96 ifgl=5thenrl=5 :r1$="9n"
97 ifg2=5thenr2=5 :r2$="9n"
98 ifg3=5thenr3=5 :r3$="gn"
117 ifgi=6thenrl=6 :r1$="bl"
118 i fq 2=6thenr2=6 : r•2$="b l "
119 if q3=6the •nr3=6 :r3$="bl"
120 ifgl=lthenrl=4 :r1$="ye"
121 ifg2=7thenr2=4 :r2$="ye"
122 ifg3=7thenr3=4 :r3$="9e"
123 ifgl=8thenrl=3 :r1$="or"
124 ifg2=8thenr2=3 :r2$="or"
125 ifg3=8thenr3=3 :r•3$="or"
126 ifgl=9thenrl=1 :r1$="bn"
127 ifg2=9thenr2=1 : r2$="bn"
128 ifg3=9thenr3=1 :r3$="bn"
170 ford=hitohl+80steP40 :Poked,gl :Poked+l,ql :Poked+3, q2 :Poked+4, q2
180 Poked+6, q3 :Poked+7, q3 :next
200 forx=cltocl+08OsteP40 :Pokex,160 :Pokex+l,
220 Pokex.+6,160 : Pokex+7,160 :next
510 Print"

	

"r1$" "r2$" "r3$
520 r4=r1$10+r2 :r5=r4*101r3 :w3$=""
570 ifr3=0thenw3$= 0 O'

580 ifr3=ithenr•4=r•4*10
590 ifr3=2thenw3$="k " :r•4=r4t10
600 ifr3=3thenw3$="k "
610 ifr3=4thenw3$="k " :r•4=r4$10
620 ifr3=5thenw3$=="me9" : r•4=r•4/10
630 ifr3=6thenw3$="meg"
640 Print :Print"enter the resistor value"r
650 inPutr9 :r5=int(r5)
660 ifr5=r9thencr=cr•+ 1 : Pri •nt"excel 'tent!!
670 ifr5C7r9the •ncw=cw+1 :Print"not so good!!
680 Print"the value is"r•C w3$"ohms"
690 Print :Prinnt"hit any key to continue--e ends Program
700 get&$ :ifa$=""then700
.10 ifa$="e"then5000
910 Print"M" :goto20
2000 Poke53272,23 :Print"A" :Printtab(240d)"Small resistors are usually marked in
2010 Print"bands of color to tell the value of the
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160 :Pokex.+3, 160 :Pokex+4,160
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2020 print"resistors ." : Prznt
2 K." 0

	

this color code, m. -nd having
2040 Print"the ability to instantly read resistors
2060 Print"is one of the characteristics of a well
2070 Print"trained technician or engineer ."
2080 prin0print"lf you need to see the color code--
2090 print"enter 1 on your keyboard!"
2100 Print"If you already know the color code,
2110 Print"enter 2 on your keyboard!
2120 eety$ : ify$=""then2120
2130 ify$="1"then3000
2140 i f,y$="2"thenPrint" 41

" : return
2150 9oto2120
3000 Print"N' : printtab(94)"Color code" :Print
3010 printtab(15~"BlacK--0
3020 printtab(15)"BrowN--1
3030 printtab(15)"REd---- 2
3040 Ppinttab(15)"URange-3
3050 Printtab(15)"YEllow-4
3060 Printtab(15)"GreeN--5
3Q70 Printtab(15)"DLue---6
3080 Printtab(15)"Ylolet-7
3090 Printtab(15)"GRey---8
3100 printtab(15)"WHite--9
3110 Print : print"It is necessary for you to memorize
3120 Ppint"this color code!!!"
3130 Print"When you think you have done so,
3140 Print"hit any key to continue"
3150 9etu$ : ifu$=""then3150
3160 Print"N"Winttab(080)"Now that you know the color code, it is
3170 Print"necessary that you know how it is used .
3180 Print : Print"There are three Pertinent bands on the
3190 Print"resistors .--If there are four, that
3200 Print"band is used to tell the tolerance of'
3210 Print"the resistors, and need not concern you
3220 print"at the Present time" : Print
3230 print"The first band is the first one read,
3240 Print"the second band is the second one read
3250 Print"and the third band is the number of'
3260 Print"zeros following the first two .
3270 Print ; Print"Hs an examPle, if* the three bands were
3280 Print"red red red-the value would be 2 2 00,
3290 Print"or in other words--2200 ohms resistance,
3300 Print : Print"Hit any key to continue
3310 getu$ : ifu$=""then3310 : Print""
3320 Print"M" : printtab(8O)"It is common Practice when reading
3330 Ppint"resistops^ to use abbreviations of the
3340 Print"values . If' the resistor is between
3350 nrint"one thousand and 999 thousand ohms, it
3360 Print"is usua\ly called 'K-ohms'
3370 PrintOrint"If the third color is red (2 zeros)
3380 Print"the first two numbers are divided by 10
3390 Print"and the value then read as--using
3400 print"red-red-red as an examPle, 2 .2k ohms .
3410 Print : Print"If* the third color was orange,(3 zeros)
3420 print"and the resistor was red)redjorangeo
3430 Print"the value of 22000 ohms would be read
3440 Print"as 22k ohms .
3450 print : print"Hit any key to continue"
3460 getiA : if u.$= the -n3460
3470 Print"A"
4380 Printtab(80)"If the third band is yellow-that is
4390 ppint"betueen 1000@0 and 99B@00 ohms, it is
4400 Ppint"commun Practice to read the resistor
4410 Ppint"as if the first two numbers were multi-
4420 Print"Plied by 10 and then adding 'K ohms' .
4430 Ppint"R red red yellow resistor would be read
4440 Print"as 220k ohms .
4450 Ppint,rint"On a green third band, the same Princi-
4460 Print"Pla aPPlies . The first two numbers are
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447401 Pr'ii,t"divided bg ten . .

	

the r,ar',e ' rr,e'aohr'
4480 F'r-•i 'irh . u 1_s used . A red red 9reen resistor

4
4490 F'I"1'ilt•" ':.',+a.lue2200000 r, rr, :=• :' I;,ull •a .r-i be read as
500 F r i nt•" 2 . 2 rr,e''Doh-d4

4510 Pr•i nt.0r'i'r,t"If the third band is blue, then the
4520 P'r• i nt ."r•E•a• 1 star would be 2 megohms"
45301 Fr-•i. •r,t :Print•" H :it a.Y,L-I keg 1 u continue"
4540 '-I£tk$ : it''k$=""thwn4b4(_1
4.50 F'r'i'i,f

	

•F 'r•i •flt ~Fri •flt ."

	

THIRD j,Fg •a .l_I

	

Hodcc~~

	

~'~Nl"'

	

zeros Pronounced
45641 Print.
4565 P'ri'nt."

	

XB;iIa.c '.yh .Zl

	

T'o'ile.
45,70 Pr •i 1 ."

	

1 2B-•c=

	

k.

	

Ii

	

1& •1
45rJr_1 Fr- •i 'rlt "

	

wNE"11N

	

00
4590 P'rint ."

	

2JR 4s. •f,'ae

	

k10u

	

1 : :
46000 F r• i ni_ "

	

INE 9Ho11

	

0000

	

1214Th::
4610 F'r•i •fit. "

	

",13C;k°'e•eVNN

	

WOW

	

.10 rrie'+
4620 Print."

	

W;1-"v.4.1.e

	

000000

	

me,;
4630 Print : Print "These a.r. ee the ,_ornp',!'il resistor values ."
4640 Fri nt"Ther:e are other* above aril below this
4650 Fri n1: "r•ar,9e, but . are 'riot. norm a.l L

	

usedi . "
4670 F r • i nt : F r • i'rrk. : F r i nt.
4930 Print:pr. . i.nt"Hit aII'-I keg
4940 getu$ : if'u .$=""therl494O
4950 Fr- int." l" return
5000 Print"' "wt •..1'ilt .i,; .a.b'.c'4 Marl. have .0-. ...

	

right"
5010 PrinIt0rint"wol..lu have scored"cw"resistors wrong' end

reads .

(QEX Index continued from page 7)
Receiving

Illegal Multipoint Distribution Service/Home Box
Office (MDS/HBO) Receivers (Krauss) : 10, Feb .

Satellites

Amateur Radio Satellite Symposium : 2, Oct .
AMSAT-OSCAR 10 Is Looking Good (Place) : 1, Aug .
AMSAT-OSCAR 10 Launch Successful (Place) : 1, Jul .
AMSAT-OSCAR Phase IIIB Launch (Rinaldo) : 5, Jun .
Modifications to Real Time Satellite Tracking
Programs for HP-41C/CV Programmable Calculator

(Welch) : 2, Jul .

Specialized Communications Techniques

AMTOR : N1BEE Replies to N2WX (Bilow) : 2, Nov .
An AMTOR Protocol Change? (Bilow) : 2, Jul .
Bibliography on Minimum-Shift Keying (Connors) :
4, Mar .

Continuous RTTY Reception on the ZX80 (Heitner) :
3, Jul .

Digital Voice Modulation (Horn) : 5, Jan .
Digital Voice Modulation (Cole) : 2, Mar .
Equipment for CW-Meteor Scatter Operation

(Noeding) : 4, Nov .
"Packet" Meteor Scatter Communications (Moore) ;

3, Dec .

QEX February 1984

to set some Problems''

Reply to N1BEE on AMTOR (Goldstein) : 2, Aug .
Right on Channel - A Frequency Standard for

Amateur HF RTTY (Newland) : 5, Apr-May .
RTTY Spectrum Occupancy (Medler) : 2, Jan .
Update on the Sinclair Computers for RTTY

Terminals (Heitner) : 2, Jul .
ZX81 RTTY Receive Program (Davis) : 6, Mar .
Feedback (Wolfgang) : 2, Jun .

Transmitting

Automatic QSP Design Needed (Dyruff) : 2, Feb .

VHF and Microwaves

Material for New ARRL UHF-Microwave Book
(Hutchinson) : 2, Jun .

Microwave Alignment Probe (Chladek) : 7, Jan .
Reprints of ZS6AXT Microwave Alignment Probe
References (Compton & Noeding) : 5, Oct . ;
(Compton) : 2, Dec .

VHF+ Technology (Krauss) : 5, Aug .
24-GHz Gunnplexers : The Holiday Gift for This
Year? : 10, Dec .

Chip Capacitors Revisited : 8, Apr-May .
Illegal Multipoint Distribution Service/Home Box
Office (MDS/HBO) Receivers : 10, Feb .

Where Goeth the Bipolar RF Power Transistor? ;
7, Sep .
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